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Thanks to the modular architecture of our solution,
our applications may be used independently, but
are also able to share key functionalities amongst
each other. Our apps save time, streamline
processes, and revolutionise the way in which
enterprises work.

EXPERT
Bring the knowledge and expertise of your
experts to a problem site within seconds,
in order to identify and solve errors and
malfunctions.

holo|one makes your know-how
accessible, whererever you need it.

Augment your production and service
processes with AR technology, featuring
audiovisual manuals and checklists. Keep
your hands free while navigating your
content with voice commands and receiving
the information you are looking for. And
instead of physically storing paper reports in
an archive, easily copy your electronically
signed report directly into your database.

Modern enterprises are in need of integrated
software able to seamlessly interact with existing
systems and to support specific databases. With
this goal, holo|one has developed its new
Augmented Reality platform: the holo|sphere.
Our cloud-based platform makes it possible to add
a variety of AR applications into an expandable
environment: Manage both our and your own AR
content on a single platform and organise the data
exchange of all applications using one centralised
portal.
Our holo|sphere offers a stable environment for
the three applications developed by holo|one,
which are all tailored to specific use cases: Expert,
Workspace, and Task.

TASK

WORKSPACE
Discuss your 3D designs by meeting around
holographic drafts. Present your finished
content to your clients or customers - or
place a life-size rendition of your building
project directly on the construction site for a
virtual tour.

Management

Whilst our products can be used on most
available devices (including tablets and
smartphones), they open up their full potential
in combination with powerful AR glasses such
as the Microsoft HoloLens.

The Management Tool allows you to
administrate all of our applications through
one central portal: Define experts and their
competences for Expert, manage 3D content
for Workspace, and create or edit workflows
for Task - directly on your PC.
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In addition, we also give you the option of
leasing AR devices at attractive rates.

Licence Model
The holo|sphere is available in a licence model
featuring attractive monthly rates per user
account and purchased module. Contact us for
more detailed information and product
combinations.

Our licence model guarantees and comprises
regular software updates and maintenance, as
well as basic customer support for all products.

1. Microsoft HoloLens
v1 available now
v2 by end of 2018

Compatibility
holo|one is and always will be compatible with all common AR devices
HoloLens and Magic Leap one are two of the
first devices able to create immersive
holograms – making digital objects appear in
your environment as if they were actually part
of the real world.

2. Magic Leap One
available now

New AR devices are reaching the market at a
quick pace: Only in August 2018, Magic Leap
One has entered the competition, and Microsoft is set to release the second version of its
benchmark HoloLens until the end of the same
year. With the release of these devices, the
boundaries of AR technology advance even
farther – and holo|one is prepared to allow its
users to make full use of new functionalities. At
the same time, it is our aim to allow our clients
to adopt new devices as easily and seamlessly
as possible - a promise that we will gladly keep
in the future, as well.
The architecture of the holo|sphere is designed
to be independent from platforms and devices.
Therefore, we can guarantee compatibility with
both current and upcoming AR and mobile
devices (tablets and smartphones). AR devices
may be purchased directly from a manufacturer
or be ordered via holo|one.

Support

In addition to our software, we provide reliable
and experienced customer service, in order to
give you the best support possible.
Access to our training modules, tutorials, and
online forums is provided free of charge in our
basic software package. Especially the forums
provide you with the opportunity to connect
with other users and to give us detailed
feedback.
As additional services, we offer personal
support and training sessions. These services
are part of a set of support levels – don‘t
hesitate to contact us to find the right package
for your company.

Fields of Use
Expert can be used to improve processes in a
vast amount of use cases in almost every
industry. As a universally usable communication
and support tool, it enables experts to gain
virtual access to remote locations, share their
knowledge, and give support, no matter where
they are.

EXPERT
Expert combines audiovisual phone calls and
modern AR technology in order to make your
processes faster, more cost efficient, and more
comfortable. This application allows you to
move the knowledge and expertise of your
experts to where they are needed and is thus a
valuable tool to augment the logistics of your
company.

Identify and solve problems
more quickly and effectively.
Expert allows to establish connections between
AR glasses and smartphones, tablets, or PCs.
The sender streams their vision and audio to
the receiver in real-time, for example to receive
support for the resolution of a problem. All
participants are able to rely on a set of intuitive
and powerful AR-supported tools.

Issues can be resolved more quickly - and
without the need for experts to spend long
hours on the road. It is further possible to
establish connections with several experts at
the same time – allowing everyone to make full
use of all Expert features.
Expert automatically chooses the fastest way
through the web (peer to peer) and thus avoids
unnecessary lag and latency. holo|one guarantees data security with an integrated end to
end encryption.

With this function and its versatile toolkit,
Expert therefore is not limited to a specific
environment. Wherever specialised know-how
or a second opinion are required in order to
identify or resolve damages, errors, or general
issues, Expert can provide an advantage.
Possible fields of use comprise:

Maintenance
Support your maintenance personnel and your
customers (e.g. after the purchase of a new
device). Increase the efficiency of maintenance
procedures and reduce downtimes.

Installation &
Service
Installators are usually able to set up a vast
array of installations. However, new or uncommon products often raise questions, which

take hours to answer and involve phone calls
and fots being sent back and forth, until all
issues can be resolved. Oftentimes, such issues
even make it necessary for experts to travel to a
given site. With Expert such scenarios belong to
the past.

Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting is a common occurrence in
many sectors – and especially aggravating in
companies spread over large areas or with a
worldwide presence, such as airlines: More and
more often, specialised engineers need to
travel by plane in order to assess and resolve
an incident.

Features
Draw & Annotate

Freely draw into your partner‘s field of vision
and add written comments.

Share Holograms

Expert supports the display of complex CAD
and 3D models.

Share Documents & Multimedia

Additionally, share PDFs as well as images,
audio files, and videos, and let your partner
place them into their field of view.

Record Session

Save your Expert sessions as digital reports or
to later replay them in employee training
sessions.

Measuring

WORKSPACE

Measure distances and areas – completely
without additional tools.

Management Portal

Using the management portal, you can create
and edit expert profiles as well as assign
areas of competence and responsibilities.
This allows your users to quickly find a
specialist with the specific skills they need.

Workspace simplyfies the handling of 3D models
and adds a new dimension to design processes.
This application allows your to place 3D content
directly into your environment, to make models
visible for all participants in a meeting, and to edit
and develop them together.

Added Value
Reduce time expenditure of your trained
specialists
Assess and resolve issues quickly and
resource efficient
Keep your hands free for your current
task while connected to one or more
experts in a session
Flexibility and worldwide availability
Free updates and maintenance of the
application
Compatibility with all common Apple,
Android, and Windows devices, as well as
AR glasses

Within a session, all participants see the same
models and are able to manipulate them. Changes
are applied and shared with all users in real-time.
This allows for an efficient and goal-oriented
discussion of first drafts, and for an easy presentation of the final product to sales leads, customers,
and clients.

CAD models in AR,
quickly and easily
Mit Workspace, we also offer you the possibility
to automatically make CAD models available in
AR. Simplify your CAD content with the click of
a button in order to make them available in AR,
without any need for cumbersome manual
adaptions or having to create new models from
scratch. For the conversion of more complex
models, you can directly contact our specialists
through the management portal.

Participate in meetings around
the globe through remote presence
This module‘s remote presence feature further
makes it possible to participate in a meeting
without regard to your current location.
Remote users are fully able to discuss designs,
and are displayed to other users as a holographic avatar. This avatar mirrors the user‘s
viewing direction, letting everyone intuitively
know which part of a model they are viewing.

Fields of Use
Besides featuring remote participation in
meetings around 3D content, Workspace is the
first application to allow several users to work
on the same 3D model.
Furthermore, Workspace also allows to scale
models for a life-size rendition as well as to
deploy and inspect them from the inside these combined functions open up a vast span
of possible applications.

Collaborative
Design
An architect‘s office needs to review the latest
iteration of a design. The computer generated
CAD model can easily be converted and
holographically deployed on an office table,
allowing the team to discuss different possible
configurations from all perspectives.

Visualisation
A customer wishes to explore the possible
colours and configurations of their future car.
What previously could only be shown in
catalogues or on a PC, can now be visualised
with Workspace. The application allows to
quickly render a life-size car model with the
desired configuration, facilitating the decision.

Overlay
A construction project can be deployed onto
the construction site as a 3D model. This allows
Workspace users to make a virtual tour through
a planned building, and to inspect it from the
inside. Especially when a model already
accounts for pipes and wires, this makes
Workspace an invaluable tool to easily explain
the construction process to everyone involved.

Features
Management Portal
All 3D content can be organised, converted, and
made available through the management portal.

Visualise Media
Workspace not only allows the deployment of 3D
content, but a wide variety of file types: Augment
your meetings with documents, images, and videos,
and share them with all participants.

Annotation
Comment individual model parts with the integrated drawing feature. Add annotations or sketch 3D
drawings into your room to help visualise your
ideas and concepts.

Manipulate Holograms
Manipulate your 3D content in various ways: Move
your models freely through space, rotate them on
an axis, change their size - or delete one model to
make room for another one.

Prepare CAD models for AR
Convert your CAD models into an AR-ready format,
quickly and easily.

Conference Mode
Interconnect several AR devices to inspect and
adapt the same model as a group and in real-time.
Add Workspace users from remote locations and let
your client participate in your presentations, from
their own office.

Save, Load, and Edit Sessions
A meeting has to be cut short? Not an issue: The
status of a session can be saved at any time. The
save file contains all notes and changes to a model,
so that, in the next meeting, all participants may
continue where they left off.

Added Value
Augment your customer experience
Review and edit models together with
your co-workers, in 3D space
Use your existing CAD models
Quickly identify design weaknesses
Add longer comments with a bluetooth
keyboard
Compatibility with all common Apple,
Android, and Windows devices, as well as
AR glasses

TASK
Task offers you a series of tools to facilitate
employee training, production processes, and
regular maintenance: Using AR, this application
allows you to systematically work through complex
standardised processes, without any need for
checklists, manuals, or tablets.
Use Task to define your process, supply additional
information such as checklists or audiovisual aides.
While working, all necessary information will then
be displayed at the appropriate time and in the
right place in your field of view - and you can keep
your hands free for the actual task.

Task combines instructions and
training for standardised processes

Checklists may be worked through and then saved
with an electronic signature and timestamp,
directly from your workplace. Any saved data
instantly becomes available in your data base,
should you need to access it again - letting you
assess potential errors in hindsight. Task lets you
use voice signed, electronic reports instead of
cumbersome paper accounts.

More efficiency through implementing
AR in standardised Processes
Making use of Task in standardised processes
leads to significant time savings. This is not limited
to repeated tasks, but extends to employee
training. Easily design your own processes, which
your apprentices and training participants may
then work through step by step and without
further assistance.

Fields of Use
Task is a valuable addition in all industries that
feature standardised processes. This application
creates its benefit through interactive training
programs, increased time efficiency, and
reduced error rates – all the while keeping its
interface simple and intuitive.

Maintenance
Machine malfunctions can often be traced back
to a set of known sources – still, a service
worker does not automatically know how to
handle each individual model. Using Task, you
can outline common weaknesses and solutions
ahead of time, so that they may be displayed if
an incident occurs.

Reporting
Damage reports are a part of daily business,
especially for insurances. Task allows you to
add notes, sketches, and relevant images
directly to an object. Save your recordings as a
report, which you can later access from your
office. Letting you review damages from all
sides, Task can greatly help you assess an
incident.

Training
Training is an integral part of interships and
apprenticeships. Use Task to add information to
a process and thus to ensure that your trainees
know what to do and that they do not overlook
any important steps.

Features
Management Portal
Organise saved data online in the management
portal, and create and edit your custom processes
directly on your PC.

Display Media
Add media of all types to your processes: Supply
checklists and manuals as well as images, video
content or 3D models, in order to facilitate the tasks
of your co-workers.

Reporting Tool
When working in the field, augment your work
objects with notes and markings. Create photos,
videos, and audio content, and directly add them to
your report. Once you are done, you can directly
save the report file in your central database.

Create and Access Processes
Define and save specific processes directly within
Task or in the management portal. These processes
can then be altered, saved, and reloaded, whenever
you need them.

Added Value
Render your standardised processes
more efficient, secure, and reliable
Reduce the time needed for training
Reduce error rates
Work through checklists step by step,
while keeping your hands free
Access additional information and
tips for specific steps by using voice
commands
Document the correct execution of a
process, record damage reports, and
save them on your database

